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Abstract. We provide a theory for the analysis of multigrid algorithms for

symmetric positive definite problems with nonnested spaces and noninherited

quadratic forms. By this we mean that the form on the coarser grids need not be

related to that on the finest, i.e., we do not stay within the standard variational

setting. In this more general setting, we give new estimates corresponding to

the "V cycle, W cycle and a "V cycle algorithm with a variable number

of smoothings on each level. In addition, our algorithms involve the use of

nonsymmetric smoothers in a novel way.

We apply this theory to various numerical approximations of second-order

elliptic boundary value problems. In our first example, we consider certain fi-

nite difference multigrid algorithms. In the second example, we consider a finite

element multigrid algorithm with nested spaces, which however uses a prolon-

gation operator that does not coincide with the natural subspace imbedding.

The third example gives a multigrid algorithm derived from a loosely coupled

sequence of approximation grids. Such a loosely coupled grid structure results

from the most natural standard finite element application on a domain with

curved boundary. The fourth example develops and analyzes a multigrid algo-

rithm for a mixed finite element method using the so-called Raviart-Thomas

elements.

1. Introduction

In recent years, multigrid methods have been used extensively as tools for

obtaining approximations to the solutions of partial differential equations (see

the references in [8, 16, 21]). In conjunction, there has been intensive research

into the theoretical understanding of these methods (cf. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 16, 20,

21, 22, 30] and others). In this paper, we shall extend the theory for symmetric

problems so that it applies in a more general framework.

The analysis of this paper can be broken down into two distinct parts. In

the first part (§§2, 3, and 4), we provide a general theoretical framework for
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the analysis of multigrid algorithms for symmetric problems with nonnested

subspaces. Our algorithms allow the use of nonsymmetric smoothers in a novel

way. In the second part (§§5-8), we use the general theory to provide iterative

convergence estimates for a number of applications. The results obtained for

these examples are new.

One of the most powerful tools for the development of an iterative con-

vergence analysis for multigrid algorithms involves the use of the variational

multigrid framework (see, e.g., [3, 4, 5, 21] ). This is motivated from the study

of the finite element multigrid technique, where the coarser multigrid spaces

are nested and the discrete operators on the subspaces are given in terms of

a form defined on a larger space (which contains all of the subspaces). As is

well known, this analysis generalizes in a straightforward manner to the case of

nonnested spaces under the constraint that the form on the coarser grid is equal

to the form on the finer applied to the interpolated image (see (2.5), [13, 21,

22]).
This paper provides an analysis which allows the above-mentioned constraint

to be violated. In §3, we consider the case when the equality constraint is re-

placed by a corresponding inequality (see (A.2)). With this weakened assump-

tion, a "regularity and approximation" assumption (see (A.3)), and an appropri-

ate smoother, we show that all of the results in [5] hold. This means that for the

'V cycle, the variable y cycle and the W cycle algorithm, with any amount

of smoothing, / - B-A is a reducer. Here B is the corresponding multigrid

operator (symmetric and positive definite) and A. is the operator which we are

trying to invert.

In §4, we consider the case when the inequality constraint (A.2) no longer

holds. In this case, / - BjA. may no longer be a reducer. However, for the 'V

and variable 2^ cycle algorithms, the operator B- is still symmetric and positive

definite and hence can be used as a preconditioner. Section 4 provides bounds

on the spectrum of B¡A-. We prove that for the variable 2^ cycle algorithm

with the additional regularity and approximation assumption, the system B,A¡

is uniformly well-conditioned (independent of the number of multigrid levels).

Thus, we can construct rapidly converging iterative schemes for computing the

action of AJ using 2?. (corresponding to the variable "V multigrid cycle) as

a preconditioner. We next provide a result for the W cycle algorithm without

assuming (A.2). In this case, I-B-A. is still a reducer (uniformly, independent

of j ) for the W cycle provided that m (the number of smoothing steps) is

chosen sufficiently large. We finally provide a result for the 'V cycle algorithm

which is valid if (A.2) holds, up to a perturbation.

Earlier papers provided a technique for proving W cycle results without the

variational framework under the assumption that the number of smoothings

was sufficiently large [3, 16]. This approach was used extensively in [16] and,

for example, [9, 32].

It is interesting to note that if (A.2) is not satisfied, the operator Z? corre-

sponding to the W cycle algorithm with a fixed number of smoothings may
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be indefinite and hence of little use in an iterative algorithm for computing the

action of AJ . This is illustrated computationally in an example in §9. This

indicates that the variable 'V cycle algorithm is more robust than the W cycle

algorithm.

We note that many of the results given in this paper (and also [2, 4, 5, 6, 20]

in the variational case) provide multigrid analysis for any number of smoothings

on the finest grid. Such results are important to the code developer in that they

guarantee that algorithms will work with just one smoothing. Accordingly, it is

not necessary to experiment with various amounts of smoothing and one need

not be concerned that the number of smoothing iterations may become so large

as to make the algorithm no longer practical.

In the second part of the paper, we apply the earlier developed theory to a

number of examples. The major part of the analysis necessary for the applica-

tion of our theory involves the proof of the so-called "regularity and approxima-

tion" property. Its proof generally uses the elliptic regularity of the underlying

problem as well as the approximation properties of the numerical method.

Sections 5 through 8 consider four different applications of the general the-

ory. In §5, we consider a finite difference example with a lower-order term

discretized by the "lumped mass" approximation. Section 6 considers a finite

element example with alternative prolongation operators. Section 7 studies a

finite element example where the multigrid algorithm was derived with loosely

coupled grids. This example can be used to develop and analyze multigrid al-

gorithms for problems with curved boundaries. Section 8 considers a multigrid

algorithm for a mixed finite element approximation using the "Raviart-Thomas"

elements. In all of these applications, the equality constraint mentioned above

does not hold and hence the usual "variational" theory does not apply.

Unless otherwise stated, c, C, and M, with or without subscript will denote

generic positive constants which may take on different values in different places.

These constants will always be independent of mesh parameters and the number

of levels in the multigrid algorithms.

2. Multigrid algorithms

In this section, we describe the symmetric multigrid algorithm in the general

setting. We also derive a basic recursion relation which plays a major role in

the analysis given in §3.

Let us assume that we are given a sequence of finite-dimensional vector spaces

along with linear operators Ik: JHk_x •-> Jtk for k = 1, ... , j. The opera-

tors {Ik} will sometimes be called "prolongation" operators. In addition, we

assume that we are given symmetric positive definite quadratic forms Ak(-, ■)

and (•, •)k defined on Jfk x J(k for k = 0, ... , j . The norm corresponding

to (•>•)* will be denoted by ||-1|^ . Examples of families of spaces, operators,

and forms will be given in later sections.
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We shall develop multigrid algorithms for the solution of the problem: Given

f &^j, find »el. satisfying

(2.1) Aj(v,<p) = (f,<p)j   for all./» eJty

To define these algorithms, we first define auxiliary operators. For k = 0, ... ,

j, define the operator Ak : Jfk i-> J(k by

(Akw, (p)k = Ak(w , <j>)   for all <p G J(k.

The operator Ak is clearly symmetric (in both the Ak(-, •) and (•, -)k inner

products) and positive definite. Also define the operators Pk_l : Jfk i-> Jfk_x

and P°_, : JAk i-> Jik_x by

A_i(P¿_i«'. 0) = Ak(w , Ik<p)   for all <t>eJ?k_x,

and

(Pk_xw, <p)k_l = (w, Ik(p)k   for all </>€.#£_,.

It is easy to see that lkPk_x  is a symmetric operator with respect to the Ak

form. Note that, in general, neither Pk nor Pk is a projection.

To define the smoothing process, we require linear operators Rk : J£k h-+ JAk

for k = I, ... , j. This operator may be symmetric or nonsymmetric with

respect to the inner product (•, -)k . If Rk is nonsymmetric, then we define R'k

to be its adjoint and set

R,     if / is odd,
R{1) = I

k   ' [R'k     if/is even.

The multigrid operator Bk : J(k i-> Jfk is defined by induction and is given

as follows.

Multigrid Algorithm

Set B0 = Aq1 .  Assume that Bk_x  has been defined and define Bkg for

g G JAk as follows:

(1) Set x° = 0 and q° = 0.

(2) Define x' for / = 1.m(k) by

(2.2) xl = x'-x+Rl+mm(g-Akxl-X).

(3) Define ym(k) = xm(k) + Ikqp , where q* for i=l,... ,p is defined by

(2.3) q' = ,'"' + Bk_x [PUg - Akxm(k)) - Ak_xq'-\

(4) Define yl for / = m(k) + 1, ... , 2m(k) by

/ /-l   ,   D(l+m(k))/ .     /-I,

y =y     +R\       "(g-Aky     ).

(5) StlBkg = y2m(k).
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In this algorithm, m(k) is a positive integer which may vary from level to

level and determines the number of smoothing iterations on that level. Because

of this variable smoothing, the above algorithm is more general than that usually

described [2, 3, 8, 16]. If Rk is symmetric and all of the m(k) are the same,

then the algorithm is the usual symmetric multigrid cycling algorithm described

in a notation which is convenient for our analysis. Note that Bk is clearly

a linear operator for each k. In this algorithm, p is a positive integer. We

shall study the cases p = 1 and p = 2, which correspond respectively to the

symmetric *V and W cycles of multigrid.

In the above algorithm, we alternate between Rk and R'k in Step 2. In

Step 4, we use the adjoints of the Step 2 smoothings applied in the reverse

order. This results in a symmetric operator 5 . As far as we know, this form

of the multigrid algorithm has not previously been suggested. The exact form

of the above algorithm is motivated by the theory presented in later sections.

Nonsymmetric smoothers were previously considered in [22, 23], but the theory

there assumed a "variational" multigrid setup and full elliptic regularity.

Set Kk = I - RkAk; then Kk = I - RlkAk is the adjoint with respect to

^it(" » •) • We now make the following basic assumption:

(A.l) The spectrum of Kk*Kk is in the interval [0, 1).

Remark 2.1. We note that the Richardson iteration is an example of a symmet-

ric Rk satisfying (A.l). In addition, one sweep of the Gauss-Seidel iteration

with any ordering is an example of a nonsymmetric iteration satisfying (A.l).

Set
£(m) = Í (K*kKk)m/2 if m is even>

*        \(K¡Kk){m-l)/2K¡   if m is odd.

Let / denote the identity operator. It is straightforward to check that

(2.4) / - BkAk = (xf <*»)' [(/ - IkPk.x) + hd - Bk_xAk_xfPk_Ak^k)),

cf. (2.7) of [5]. In (2.4), * denotes the adjoint with respect to the inner product

-<*(•.•).

Equation (2.4) gives a fundamental recurrence relation for the multigrid op-

erator Bk . A straightforward argument using (2.4) and mathematical induction

implies that / - BkAk is a symmetric operator on J?k (even when Rk is non-

symmetric) with respect to the Ak form. This immediately implies that Bk is

symmetric with respect to the (•, •)k inner product.

In the above framework, the multigrid spaces need not be related to each

other. Note that in the so-called "variational" case studied in [2, 4, 5, 20], it is

assumed that

(2.5) Ak(Iku, Ikv) = Ak_x(u,v)   for all u, v e^k_x.

Hence, the forms on all of the coarser grids are defined in terms of, or inherited
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from, the form on the finest. The purpose of this paper is to analyze more

general multigrid algorithms not satisfying assumption (2.5).

3. General multigrid theory assuming (A.2)

We provide a general multigrid theory in this and the following section. In

this section, we consider the case when (2.5) is replaced by the assumption that

for k=l, ... , j ,

(A.2) Ak(Iku, Iku) < Ak_x(u, u)   for all u e ^k_x-

The reason for such an assumption will become clear as the analysis develops.

As illustrated in Theorem 1, this assumption along with (A.l) is sufficient to

guarantee that / - B-A. is a reducer and that the linear multigrid algorithm

converges. In §4, we consider the case when (A.2) fails to hold.

Remark 3.1. Note that by definition, Pkx is the adjoint of Ik and hence (A.2)

holds if and only if

(3.1) Ak_x(Pk_xu, Pk_xu) < Ak(u, u)   for all w G^.

Inequality (3.1) is also equivalent to the nonnegativity of the operator I-IkPkx

on Jtk . A straightforward argument using (2.4) and mathematical induction

implies that / - BkAk is also nonnegative. If (A.2) does not hold, it is unlikely

that I - BkAk is nonnegative.

The goal of this section is to prove that I -BkAk is a reducer and to estimate

its rate of reduction under the Assumption (A.2). It suffices to show that the

inequality

(3.2) \Ak((I-BkAk)u,u)\<ôkAk(u,u)   for all u G Jtk

holds for a constant 6k < 1 and estimate the dependence of ôk on k and

additional assumptions. The above inequality implies that I - BkAk is a con-

traction with contraction number ôk . Moreover, if (A.2) holds, then I - BkAk

is nonnegative and (3.2) is the same as

(3.3) Ak((I - BkAk)u, u) <6kAk(u, u)   for all u G JAk.

The first theorem guarantees convergence of the multigrid algorithm under

minimal assumptions.

Theorem 1. Assume that (A.l) and (A.2) hold. Then (3.2) holds for some ôk < 1.

The proof of the above theorem will be given later in this section. We note

that the hypotheses for the theorem are rather weak. The spaces J(k need not

be related except for the existence of the linear maps Ik . Moreover, the maps

Ik need not be injective and the assumptions on Rk are minimal. Thus, the

above theorem can be thought of as a result for "algebraic multigrid" since it

requires none of the stronger "regularity and approximation" assumptions used

in the convergence analysis for the partial differential equation approximation

applications.
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Moreover, the theorem can still be used to develop multigrid algorithms, even

when the forms Ak on the spaces do not a priori satisfy (A.2). Note that (A.2)

can be satisfied by simply scaling the forms, i.e., Ak(-, •) <— akAk(-, •). Clearly,

there is no difficulty in applying the multigrid algorithm with the scaled forms.

Theorem 1 then implies stability and convergence; however, this convergence

may be unacceptably slow without further conditions being satisfied. Multigrid

results without this scaling of forms (i.e., when (A.2) fails to hold) are given in

§4.
For stronger convergence estimates, we shall make additional a priori assump-

tions. Let 0 < a < 1 . The first assumption is a "regularity and approximation"

assumption of the form

f\\A    M2 \ "
(A.3)  |^((7-/,/>,_>, w)|<CM^pM   Ak(u,u)X-a   for all «e.^,

where Xk is the largest eigenvalue of Ak . More precisely, we assume that (A.3)

holds with Ca independent of k for k = 1,... , j.

Let Rk m correspond to the Richardson smoothing iteration defined by Rk œ

= coÀkl I and Kk w = (I - Rk mAk) be the corresponding reducer. We assume

that there exists an a> in (0, 2) not depending on k such that

(A.4) Ak(Kku,Kku)<Ak(Kkwu,Kkmu)   for all «G^,

i.e., the smoothing process converges as fast as Richardson's method for

some a).

The above assumption was used by McCormick in [22, 23]. It is not difficult

to show that (A.4) is equivalent to the existence of a positive constant CR not

depending on k and satisfying

II  II2
(3.4) lltíh<cR(Rku,u)k    for all u eJtk,

kk

where Rk = (I-KkKk)Ak] . The inequality (3.4) is convenient for our analysis.

We also note that (A.l) immediately follows from (3.4) and hence (A.4) implies

(A.l).

Remark 3.2. The Richardson method is a symmetric iteration satisfying (A.4)

for me (0,2). In finite element and finite difference applications, under

reasonable assumptions, one sweep of Gauss-Seidel iteration with any ordering

gives rise to a nonsymmetric Rk which also satisfies (A.4).

Remark 3.3. For the theory presented in [5], it was assumed that Kk was non-

negative and that

(3.5) ^k<cR{Rku,u)k   for all u g Jtk
Ak

was satisfied with the (assumed symmetric) operator Rk . It is easy to see that

this implies (3.4) with the same constant CR .
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We can now state and prove the theorem for estimating Sk in (3.2) for the

symmetric W cycle.

Theorem 2. Assume that (A.2-A.4) hold and define B. with p = 1 and m(k) =

m for all k . Then (3.2) holds with

(3.6) ¿t =     Mk"
Mk^ + ma

Remark 3.4. The convergence estimates in Theorem 2 and those to be stated

later in this section have exactly the same form as the theorems in [5]. The

interested reader is referred to [5] for various explicit expressions for M in

terms of the constants a , C   and C„ .

Proof of Theorem 2. We shall prove (3.3) by induction on k . For k = 0, there

is nothing to prove. Assume that (3.3) holds for k - 1. By (2.4),

(37) Ak((l-BkAk)u,u) = Ak((I-IkPk_x)ü,ü)

+ Ak_x((I-Bk_xAk_x)Pk_xü,Pk_xü),

where ü = K^u. Applying the induction hypothesis and the definition of

Pk-i gives

(3 8)      M(I-BMu^)<Ak((I-hPk-Oü'ü) + 0k-iAk(IkPk-iü'ü)

= (l-Sk_x)Ak((I-IkPk_l)ü,ü) + Sk_lAk(ü,ü).

Applying (A. 3) and a generalized arithmetic-geometric mean inequality gives

ay^LjJk + (i _ a)y-kal(X'a)Ak(ü, ü) \ .

Applying (3.4) gives

(3.10) ^-^<CRAk((I-Kk)Kmku,u),
Ak

where

_       Í KÎK,    if m is even,
(3.11) Kk = {    k   k

k     { KkKk    if m is odd.

The remainder of the proof of the theorem is exactly the same as the proof of

Theorem 1 in [5].   G

From the proof of Theorem 2, it is apparent that the framework for nonnested

spaces and nonipherited forms developed in §2 fits into the machinery of [5].

The next two theorems follow in a similar manner. The first gives a result for

the W cycle algorithm, while the second gives a result for the variable "V cycle

algorithm.
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Theorem 3. Assume that (A.2-A.4) hold and define B. with p = 2 and m(k)

m for all k. Then (3.2) holds with ôk = S (independent of k ) given by

(3.12) 6 = M + ma'

Theorem 4. Assume that (A.2-A.4) hold and define Bj  with p = 1. Assume

that m(k) satisfies

(3.13) ß0m(k)<m(k-l)<ßxm(k).

Here, we assume that ß0 and ßx are constants which are greater than one and

independent of k . Then (3.2) holds with

(3.14) Sk = M + m(k)a'

Remark 3.5. We have only provided results for the "symmetric" multigrid cy-

cling schemes, i.e., those in which one smooths both before and after coarse

grid correction. The above analysis seems to fail for the nonsymmetric multi-

grid schemes (described in, for example, [5, 13, 22]) due to the fact that IkPk_x

is no longer a projection and the product of the so-called slash cycles [22] is no

longer the symmetric W cycle.

Proof of Theorem 1. We now prove Theorem 1. Note that since Rk is positive

definite and all spaces are finite-dimensional, (3.4) holds for some constant

CR(j) which may depend on {Rk}, k = I, ... , j . Similarly, the definiteness

of Ak implies that (A.3) holds for some constant Ca(j) which may depend

on {Ak}, {Ik} , and {(•, -)k}. Theorems 2-4 still hold with some convergence

parameter 3k < 1 depending on CR(j) and Cn(j) since, in this case, the

constant M is not independent of k . This proves Theorem 1.   d

4. General multigrid theory without (A.2)

In this section, we provide an analysis for the multigrid algorithm which

allows (A.2) to be violated. In this case, I - BkAk may no longer be a re-

ducer. Nevertheless, the operator B. corresponding to the variable 'V and

the *V cycle multigrid algorithms is positive definite and hence can be used as

a preconditioner in an iterative method for solving (2.1). The W cycle may,

however, be indefinite without increasing the number of smoothings. We first

give a theorem with minimal hypotheses, which guarantees that the operator

Bk corresponding to the W or variable 'V cycle algorithm is symmetric and

positive definite. We next consider additional hypotheses which are sufficient

to guarantee iterative convergence rates for variable *V, 7A~, and W cycle

multigrid algorithms.

Theorem 5. Assume that (A. 1) holds and p = 1. Then B- is a symmetric

positive definite operator on Ji].
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Proof. As already observed in §2, 5 is a symmetric operator with respect to

the (•, -)k inner product. By (2.4),

(4 1)    (BkAku,Aku)k = Ak({I-Tknlk))u,u)

+(5,_1^_1^1^r),^4-.^,^r))"),-.
for all H6/t. Since the eigenvalues of Kk are in [0, 1 ), it follows that I -

K™ is a positive definite operator. Thus, by (4.1) and induction, Bk is

positive definite. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.   D

Remark 4.1. In general, the theorem does not hold for the W cycle multigrid

algorithm. We give a computational example in §9 where (A.2) is violated

and the B corresponding to the W cycle multigrid algorithm with m = 1

has negative eigenvalues. Thus, this W cycle algorithm cannot be used in a

preconditioning strategy or to develop a reducer. Computational results given

in §9 for the same problem indicate that the corresponding variable 'V and 'V

cycle algorithms give rise to effective preconditioners and hence lead to rapidly

converging iterative schemes.

The above theorem can be thought of as a result for algebraic multigrid since

the hypotheses are minimal. The theorem guarantees that corresponding precon-

ditioned iterative algorithms (for example, preconditioned conjugate gradient)

for the solution of (2.1) will be stable and convergent. The convergence rates

of these algorithms may be unacceptably slow without further conditions being

satisfied.

In the remainder of this section, we shall make additional assumptions which

will lead to theorems which guarantee that the iterative algorithms converge

at more reasonable rates. For the 'V cycle algorithms, this involves deriving

bounds on the largest and smallest eigenvalues of the operator B-A.. Equiva-

lent^, we shall provide positive constants nQ and nx which may depend on k

and satisfy the inequalities

(4.2) n0Ak(u,u) <Ak(BkAku,u) <nxAk(u,u)   for all« G JTk.

Note that if (4.2) holds, then the preconditioned conjugate gradient method

converges with an asymptotic reduction rate of

1 + n/V?!
per iterative step.

The next theorem provides estimates for r¡0 and nx for the variable "V cycle

algorithm.

Theorem 6. Assume that (A.3) and (A.4) hold and define 2?. with p = 1. As-

sume that {m(k)} satisfy (3.13). Then the constants nQ and nx in (4.2) satisfy

m(k)" ,       ^M + m(k)a
nn ^   », ,      n y»    and    n\ ^ -TFvi— 'u     M + m(k) ' m(k)

i.e., the system B vi   is well-conditioned independently of j.
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We shall use the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 6.

Lemma 4.1. Assume that p = 1 and that ôj for i = 1,2,... , k satisfies the

inequality

(4.3) -Ai((I-IiP¡_x)ü,ü)<S¡Aj(u,u)   for all «ei;

where ü = K(im{,))u. Then

*,<n<i+'f)-i=i
Proof. It suffices to show that

(4.4) -Ak((I-BkAk)u,u)<(xk-l)Ak(u,u)   for all «e/t

where t0 = 1 and xk = TJi=1 ( 1 +S¡). We prove (4.4) by induction. For k = 0,

there is nothing to prove. Assume (4.4) holds for k - 1. Then by (2.4), the

induction assumption and (4.3),

- Ak((I - BkAk)u, u)

= -Ak((I - IkPk_x)ü, Ü) - Ak_x((I - Bk_xAk_x)Pk_xü,Pk_xü)

< -Ak((I-lkPk__x)ü, ü) + (xk_x - l)Ak_x(Pk_xü,Pk_xÜ)

< tôt + (h-i - OU + Wk(». ") = (T* - l)Mu> ")•

This completes the proof of the lemma.   D

Proof of Theorem 6. We note that Assumption (A.2) was used in the proof of

Theorem 4 only to reduce to the proof of inequality (3.3). The subsequent

arguments showing (3.3) remain valid without (A.2) and lead to the inequality

Ak((I - BkAk)u, u) < SkAk(u, u)   for all «e/t,

where Sk is given by (3.14). It immediately follows that (4.2) holds with n0 =

l-ôk.
To estimate nx, we note that by (A.3),

(4.5) -Ak((I - IkPk_x)Ü, Ü) < CZa(fkX \\Akü\\2k)aAk(ü, ù)l~a.

By (3.10) and [5, (3.16)],

II        -1|2
/a r-\ \\    k^Wlr    ^      C       .   ...      -T7m(k). .
(4.6) IL^<__^((/_^    )UtU)m

Since the eigenvalues of Kk are in the interval [0, 1 ),

(4.7) -Ak((I - IkPk_x)ü, Ü) < Cm(k)~aAk(u, u).

Elementary arguments imply that
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and hence the bound for nx follows from Lemma 4.1. This completes the proof

of Theorem 6.   □

We next give a theorem for the W cycle algorithm.

Theorem 7. Assume that all the hypotheses except (A.2) hold for Theorem 3.

Then, for the W cycle algorithm with m sufficiently large, (3.2) holds with

Sk = ô where ô is given by (3.12). Furthermore, the same conclusion holds if

"m sufficiently large" is replaced by the assumption

(A.5) Ak(Iku, Iku) <2Ak_x(u, u)   for all ueJ?k_x.

Proof. We first consider the case without Assumption (A.5). We first show that

(4.8) -Ak((I-BkAk)u,u)<ôAk(u,u)   for all« G Jtk.

By (2.4), it clearly suffices to show that

(4.9) -Ak((I - IkPk_x)ü, Ü) < ÔAk(u, u)

where ü = K(km)u.

Inequality (4.9) immediately follows from (4.7) if m and M are chosen

sufficiently large. With (4.8) verified, the proof of the opposite inequality,

Ak((I - BkAk)u, u) <ôAk(u, u)

follows in the same way as Theorem 3. This completes the proof of Theorem

7 without the assumption of (A.5).

If (A.5) holds, then

-Ak((I -IkPk_x)ü, ü) <Ak(ü, û).

Hence,

(4.10) -Ak((I - IkPk_x)ù, Ù) <(l - S2)\Ak((I - IkPk_x)ü, ü)\ + o2Ak(ü, Ü).

We note that the first step in the analysis of the W cycle algorithm in Theo-

rem 3 (see [5, (3.32)]) is to show that the right-hand side of (4.10) bounds

Ak((I - BkAk)u, u). The remainder of the proof of Theorem 3 bounds the

right-hand side of (4.10) by ôAk(u, u) (see the proof of Theorem 3 of [5]).

This completes the proof of Theorem 7.   o

Remark 4.2. It is elementary but tedious to see from the proof of Theorem 7

(and in particular, the proof of Theorem 3 of [5]) that the constant 2 in (A.5)

can always be replaced by 2 + e , where the size of £ depends upon the size of

CR and C . Larger CR and Ca require smaller e.

The last theorem of this section provides a result for the 'V cycle algorithm.

For this result, we assume that

(A.6) Ak(Iku, Iku) <(l+ckk~7)Ak_x(u,u)   for all u G^k_x

which holds for some y in the interval (0, 1]. In many applications, Xk grows

like hk   , where hk is the mesh size.  Thus, (A.6) is a perturbation of (A.2)

up to some power of hk.  We have the following theorem for the 'V cycle

algorithm.
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Theorem 8. Assume that (A.3), (A.4) and (A.6) hold, and define Bj with p = 1

and m(k) = m . Assume further that the maximum eigenvalue Xk>K for some

k > 1. Then nx in (4.2) can be chosen independently of k and n0 < 1 - Sk ,

where ôk is given by (3.6).

Proof. Since Ik and Pk_x are adjoint operators, (A.6) implies that

-Ak((I - IkPk_x)ü, it) < cX~k Ak(u, u) < ck~k Ak(u, u).

Elementary manipulations imply

oo

n(i+<T'<oo.
k=l

Lemma 4.1 shows that nx can be bounded independently of k . The bound for

n0 follows from the proof of Theorem 2 (see also the proof of Theorem 6).   □

Remark 4.3. We note that if (A.6) is satisfied, the results of Theorem 7 still hold

if the the assumption " m is sufficiently large" is replaced by the assumption

"the coarse grid is sufficiently fine".

5. A FINITE DIFFERENCE APPLICATION

In this section, we consider a finite difference application approximating the

solution of the problem

-Au + u = f   in Q,
(5-1) '

«=0   onôfl.

Here, we do not assume that Q is a rectangle, and hence standard multigrid

analysis for square or periodic domains does not apply. We define a multigrid

algorithm in terms of the general approach of §2. In this as well as the remain-

ing sections, we shall consider only simple model problems, even though the

techniques obviously extend to more general applications.

We set up a sequence of nodes in the usual way. Without loss of generality,

we assume that the domain Q c [0, 1]   and hk = 2~ /M for some integer

M > 1. Let Nk = 2 M - I. The nodes of the finite difference approximation

on the Arth level are given by

XU - (ihk > Jhk>   fox i,j =1, ... , Nk.

We assume that the boundary of the domain Q aligns with the mesh lines on

the coarsest grid, i.e., Q is the union of coarse grid rectangles. Let Q.k denote

the nodes of the kth grid which are in the interior of Q. The space Jfk is

defined to be the vector space of nodal values defined on Qk . The prolongation

operator Ik is defined as follows:

(1) If xf. is a node on the (k - l)st grid, then (IkV)(xkA = V(xk).
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Figure 5.1

The triangular mesh

(2) If Xjj is a node on an edge in the x or y direction between two nodes

in the (k- l)st grid, then (IkV)(x(j) is the average of the nodal values

of V at the two nodes.

(3) Otherwise, (IkV)(xu) is the average of the nodal value of the node

immediately above and to the right with that of the node immediately

below and to the left.

The operator Ik corresponds to piecewise linear interpolation on the triangu-

lation of size hk_x in Figure 5.1. For a function V g Jík , V., will denote the

value of V at xu . The quadratic forms Ak(-, ■) and (■, -)k are defined by

Ak(U,V)=   Zlh2kUU + 4U<,j-U,+Uj

(5-2) ^€0,

-^,-u,J+l-u^_x]vu

and

(5.3) (U,V)k = h¡ £  UtjV.y

In (5.2) and the remainder of this section, nodal values are set to zero when

the node is not inside of Q. It is obvious that, with the above definitions, the

solution of (2.1) corresponds to the standard finite difference approximation to

the solution of (5.1 ). In fact, the problems on the coarser grids are also standard

finite difference approximations. Because of the way the lower-order term of

(5.1) is approximated, (2.5) does not hold and the "variational" theory does not

apply.

To prove regularity and approximation for this and the remaining applica-

tions in this paper, we shall need to use various Sobolev spaces. For nonnegative

integers m , the Sobolev space Hm(Çï) is defined to be the set of functions in
1 7

L (Q) whose distributional derivatives up to order m are in L (Q) (see, e.g.,

[19, 25]). For a G (0, 1), the space Ha(Q.) is defined to be the set of functions
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in L2(£2) for which the norm

,2

M2    _ r [Mx)-*iy)rdxd..
Mh°™-LL    \x-y\2+2"    dXdy

is finite. For s G (m, m + 1) and m an integer greater than zero, we define

Hs(Ci) to be the set of functions in //w(£2) for which the norm

|2 V^    ll rJt
\V\uUcy,  =     t> U»,rv + £ ii^ "iiHs(ii) - \\u\\Hm(Q) """   Z^   H       "Il//S_'"(ii)

|*|-m

is finite. It can be shown that these spaces coincide with those defined by Hubert

scale interpolation between L (£2) and Hm+ (£2) (with equivalent norms) pro-

vided that there exists an extension operator which is simultaneously bounded

from L2(£2) h- L2(R2) and //m+1(£2) h» Hm+i(R2) (cf. [18, Theorem 9.3]).

The existence of such operators is known in the case of domains with minimally

smooth boundary [28] which includes the case of plane polygons.

For a nodal function V e Jik , let V denote the piecewise linear function

on the triangulation depicted by Figure 5.1 which interpolates V at the nodes

of JAk . It can be shown that

(5.4)        \(W, V)-(W, V)k\ < chk\[W\[Hi(a) \\V\\k    for all V, W g^.

Here, (•, •) denotes the L   inner product on Q, and H-^ = (•, -)k   •

Regularity res-uts for problem (5.1) have been proven in [17]. The space

H~l(Q) is defined as the set of distributions on Q for which the norm

sup     (/'«
IÏ) ll^ll//'<t>eH¿(íi) ii^ii//'(îï

is finite. For s G (0, 1 ), the spaces H~ (£2) are defined by interpolation be-

tween L (£2) and //~'(£2) with norms denoted by |H|w-!(ii) • In [17], it is

shown that the solution u of (5.1) satisfies inequalities of the form

(5-5) llMll//,+i(n) - C\\J n/z-'^fii

where 0 < ß < 1 is a constant which depends upon 9 £2. In particular, a result

of [17] shows that (5.5) holds for some ß > 1/2 for any polygonal domain in

R   with interior angles less than 2n .

For our purposes, we shall need an alternative representation of the negative

Sobolev norms defined above. Consider the problem: Given gei (£2), find

w G Hq (£2) satisfying

D(w,x) = (g,X)   forall*G//'(£2),

where D(-, •) denotes the Dirichlet form on £2.   By Rellich's Lemma [25],

'o''Hq (£2) is compactly contained in L (£2). It follows that the solution operator
"? 1

T: L (£2) H-+ HAQ) defined by T(g) = w has a complete orthornormal basis
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of eigenfunctions {^} [27]. The eigenvalues of T corresponding to these

eigenfunctions will be denoted {a,}. We define the spaces

Hs = l<f) = £c¡y/¡ such that £o~sci < oo 1

with norm

(5-6) |||4|||5 =(E^?)1/2-

It is not difficult to show that H ' = //0'(£2) with equivalent norms. By duality

and interpolation, it immediately follows that H~s = H~S(Q) for j G [0, 1].

Thus inequality (5.5) can be rewritten

(5-7) IMI^o)<'HI/HI _1+/r
We can now prove the following proposition.

Proposition 5.1. Let J(k, Ak(-, •), (•, -)k , and Ik be defined as above. Then

(A.2) holds and (A.3) holds for a = ß/2.

Combining the proposition with Theorems 2-4 gives results for the corre-

sponding multigrid algorithms (with appropriately chosen Rk ). Note that we

get uniform (independent of /» ) convergence for the W cycle and variable T~

cycle algorithms. With the "V cycle, we may see some logarithmic ( j ~ In h~l )

deterioration even in the case of full elliptic regularity ( ß = 1 ).

Proof of Proposition 5.1. We first prove (A.2). We write Ak(-, •) = (•, -)k +

Dk(-, •). It is not difficult to see that

(5.8) Dk(V,W) = D(V,W)   for all V, W G Jtk.

This uses the assumption that <9£2 aligns with the mesh lines of the coarsest

grid. Consequently, to prove (A.2), it suffices to show that

(5.9) (IkV,IkV)k<(V,V)k_x    forallKe^_,.

Note that the form (•, -)k can also be written

h    7 = 1

where the first sum is taken over the triangles of the Arth mesh and {^,,}]=1

denotes the three vertices of the ith triangle. It clearly suffices to prove the

inequality analogous to (5.9) on a typical triangle of the (k - l)st grid. Note

that Ik V = V on the nodes of the kth mesh and V is piecewise linear on each

triangle of the (k - l)st mesh. Consider a triangle of the (k - l)st grid and a

linear function which takes on the values a, b, and c at the nodes. Computing

the local contributions to (IkV,IkV)k and (V,V)k_{ corresponding to this

triangle, we see that (5.9) follows from

a2 + b2 + c2 + 3(fl + b)2/4 + 3(6 + c)2/4 + 3(a + c)2/4 < 4(a2 + b2 + c2).

This completes the proof of (A.2).
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We first introduce some additional notation for the proof of (A.3). Let A be

the form on //¿(Q) x #¿(£2) defined by

A(w, v) = (w , v) + D(w, v).

In addition, let Sk c H0 (£2) denote the collection of piecewise linear functions

on the triangulation of size hk (see Figure 5.1). Let Pk denote the elliptic

projection onto Sk with respect to Ä(-, •), i.e., Pkw for w G Hr\(Çl) is the

unique function in Sk satisfying

A(Pkw, v) = A(w , v)   for all v G Sk.

From the definitions and (5.8), we have for W g Jík and <P G J(k_x,

Ä(fk_iw-Tk_lw,^) = (Pk_xw, à)-(Pk_xw, <ï>)k_x+(w, lk<b)k-(W, è).

Here we used the identity Ik<& = <t>. Thus, by (3.1) and (5.4),

(5.10) A(Pk_xW -Tk_xW, Pk_xW -~Pk_xW) <ch2kAk(W, W).

To complete the proof of (A.3), we shall need the following lemma. Its proof

is the same as that given for the finite element case in [3].

Lemma 5.1. Let 0 < s < 1. There are constants c0 and cx which are indepen-

dent of j such that

(5U) c0[\Afv\\k<\\hHHa)

<c,||4/2K||Ä   forall VeJ?k, k = 0,...,j.

Continuing with the proof of Proposition 5.1, we have by Lemma 5.1,

(5.12) ^((/-/^.J^.^^CII^^VllJI^-P^,^,-^.

Now

By finite element duality [1] (see also (6.12) and the following estimates; this

makes use of the assumption (5.7)) we have that

W -Pk_xW[\H^ß(a)<chl[[W[[Hi(Cl),

and combining with (5.10) gives

(5.13) \[W - Pk_xW\\H^(a) < chßkAk(W, W)l/2.

Clearly,

(5.14) \\Akl+P)/2W[\k < [\AkW\\ßkAk(W, Wf-ß)l2.

Combining (5.10), (5.12), (5.13), and (5.14) proves (A.3) for a = ß/2 and

hence completes the proof of the proposition.   D
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Remark 5.1. One obvious application of the results of this section is to the case

when £2 is an L-shaped domain. As far as we know, this is the first proof which

guarantees convergence for a multigrid algorithm for this five-point operator on

this domain with linear interpolation as a prolongation operator.

Remark 5.2. It is possible to analyze the analogous multigrid algorithm in the

case when the lower-order term in (5.1) has variable coefficients. In that case,

it will be unlikely that (A.2) holds, and hence one should use the theory of §4.

6. Finite element examples with alternative prolongations

In this section, we consider two finite element examples with nested spaces

where the prolongation operator does not correspond to the natural imbedding

of the coarser space into the finer. An immediate consequence of the use of

these prolongation operators is that (2.5) no longer holds, and hence the vari-

ational theory does not apply. The first example leads to an algorithm which

is equivalent to a rather reasonable finite difference multigrid application [8],

and our theory provides new estimates for its convergence. The second example

provides an instance when (A.2) is violated, in fact, (A.5) is sharp as k —> oo

(see Remark 6.1).

We consider the simplest of all finite element applications. We start with a

domain £2 which is a union of rectangles and consider the problem

-Au = f   in £2,
(6.1)

u = 0    on d£2.

We shall provide two different finite element subspaces for this problem.

In the first case, we define a coarse grid triangulation by dividing each rect-

angle into two triangles, using one of the diagonals of the rectangle. Finer grids

are defined by successively dividing each triangle into four by connecting the

midpoints of the edges of the triangle (see Figure 6.1). The finite element sub-

space Jtk is defined to be the space of continuous piecewise linear functions

on the A:th grid which vanish on 9 £2.

In the second case, we consider the corresponding sequence of rectangular

grids, i.e., the original collection of rectangles is successively refined by dividing

each rectangle into four subrectangles in the obvious way. The finite element

subspace Jik is defined to be the space of continuous piecewise bilinear func-

tions on the fcth rectangular grid which vanish on <9£2.

The Galerkin approximation to the solution u of (6.1) is, of course, defined

as the function w G Jf¡ (resp. Jt. ) satisfying

D(Uj ,x) = (f,X)   for all x G J!¡ (resp. J[}).

We define Ak(-, ■) = D(-, ■) and

(6.2) (u, v)k = h¡Y^u(xkj)v(xkj).

U
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Figure 6.1

The grids for JiQ and J(x

The sum in (6.2) is taken over the nodal points x¡¡  of the kth mesh, and

hk = 2~ h0, where h0 corresponds to the size of the rectangles of the coarsest

mesh.

Note that we get the standard variational finite element multigrid algorithms

if we define Ik to be the imbedding of ¿#k_x into Jfk (resp. ^_, into JAk).

Instead, in the first case, for u G ■drk_l, we define the values of Iku at the nodes

of J(k by first interpolating u into JAk_x and subsequently interpolating the

result into J(k . Note that the natural imbedding uses linear interpolation on

the (k - l)st triangulation and differs from Ik only in that it assigns (b + c)/2

to the center node in Figure 6.2 instead of (a + b + c + d)/4. Analogously,

in the second case, we define Iku at the nodes of Jtfk by interpolation into

the subspace JHk_x followed by interpolation into J?k . Thus at the fine grid

nodes, the interpolation operator for the first problem corresponds to the natural

imbedding for the second, and vice versa.

The multigrid algorithm in the first case can be thought of as a finite differ-

ence multigrid application. Indeed, the stiffness matrix is the standard five-point

difference stencil. Moreover, from the finite difference point of view, the pro-

longation Ik is as reasonable as any other [8].

We can now give the following proposition.

Figure 6.2

Nodal values for the Ik interpolation
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Proposition 6.1. Let J(k, Ak(-, •), (•, ■)k, and lk be defined as above and

assume that (5.7) holds for the solution u 0/(6.1). Then (A.2) holds, and (A.3)

holds for a < ß/2. If Jfk and lk are replaced by JKk and Ik , then (A.2) may
no longer hold but (A.3) still holds with a < ß/2.

Combining the proposition with Theorems 2-4 gives results for the corre-

sponding multigrid algorithms using Jik and Ik and an appropriate smoothing

process. Note that we get uniform (independent of h- ) convergence for the

W cycle and variable y cycle algorithms. With the W cycle, we may see

deterioration in the convergence rate like 1 - c/ lxi(h~ ) even in the case of full

elliptic regularity (ß = I).

In the case of Jfk and lk , (A.2) will not hold in general. Hence, the multigrid

operator I - BkAk need not be a reducer. In contrast, the 'V cycle multigrid

strategies employing the multigrid operator as a preconditioner will always be

stable and convergent.

Proof of Proposition 6.1. We first prove (A.2) in the case of Jfk , Ik, i.e.,

(6.3) D(IkW ,IkW)<D(W ,W)   foxallWejfk_x.

It clearly suffices to prove the corresponding local inequality

(6.4) DR(IkW,IkW)<DR(W, W)   forall^G^,,

where the Dirichlet form is over the domain R and R is a typical rectangle of

the (A: — l)st grid. Let R be the rectangle pictured in Figure 6.2 and assume

that W takes on the values indicated on the corners of the rectangle.  Then

(6.4) is equivalent to ( r = hky/hkx)

U(a + b-c- dfjr + r(b + d - c - a)2]
o

(6.5) + I[/-(a - b)2 + r(c - d)2 + (d - b)2/r + (c - a)2/r]

< ^[r(a - b)2 + r(c - d)2 + (d - b)2/r + (c - a)2/r].

Inequality (6.5) clearly holds and hence (A.2) follows.

We next prove (A.3) in the case of Jfk , Ik . Lemma 5.1 with v replacing V

and V in (5.11) and Ak(-, •) as defined above was proved in [3]. Consequently,

(6.6) Ak((I - IkPk_x)w , w) < \\A[[+ß)/2w\\k\\(I - IkPk_x)w\\Hl-ß(n)

holds for all w G J!k . Let Pk denote the elliptic projection onto Jfk , i.e.,

D(Fkv ,</>) = D(v, 4>)   for all <p G Jtk.

By standard finite element techniques (the duality argument) [1, 12],

(6.7) W -~Pk-xM\„^(Cl)<chßk[\w[\H,m.

Here we have used hypothesis (5.7).
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Let Ik denote the standard interpolation operator onto the subspace JAk.

Applying the Bramble-Hilbert Lemma directly in the fractional-order spaces and

[14], noting that on each rectangle of the (k - l)st grid, IkJk_x -7 annihilates

linear functions, we conclude that

(6.8) IKVfc-i - 7MI/f'-'(n) * chk+âWvÏÏHM(Q) >

and

(6.9) ||(7fc - I)v\\H¡-,ia) < chß+S [\v[\Hl+í{Q)

holds for 0 < ß < 1 and 0 < ô < 1. We note that by the inverse property

(6.10) IMI//'+i(£i)^cVilMl//'(ii) ;

(6.8) and (6.9) hold for S = 0 when v e ^k_x . The inequality (6.10) will be

proved in the appendix.

By the triangle inequality,

||(7 - IkPk_x)w\\Hl-ß{Q) < \\(I - Pk_x)w\\Hl-ß{Q) + ||(7 - Ikh-i)Pk-M\tf-Aa)

+ \\(Pk-X-Pk-\)W\\H^(SlY

By (6.6), (6.7), (6.8) and (3.1), (A.3) will follow if we can show

(6-11) IK^a-i -pk-i)wWH'-Aíi) ^chlIMI««(or

We use a duality argument to derive (6.11). Since H = 770(£2) is contained

in 77'(£2), by interpolation

\\(Pk-x - Tk^Mni-m ï c\W(pk-i - pk-iMW i-ß

Pk-\ ~ Pk-\>
(6.12) ((/>,   .-Pk,)w,^-l)ll<t>)

= C   sup
*ec0°°(n) \m\L-(Sl)

The power of T is, of course, defined in terms of its eigenfunction expansion

and the equality above is an immediate consequence of the definition of the

norm in (5.6). Let Ç solve

-At = T{ß-i)/2<P   in £2,

C = 0 on d£2.

Then

(6 ((Pk_x-Pk_x)w,T{ß-i)/2<t>) = D((Pk_x-Pk_x)w,C-Tk_xC)

+ D(w,(Ik-I)Ik_xQ.

By (6.9) and (3.1), the first term in (6.13) can be bounded in absolute value by

D((Pk_x-Pk_x)w,C-Tk_xQ<Chßk\\w\\Hl(n)\\C\\Huß{ny

For the second term,

11(4 - /)Wllw-(0, £ IK44-. - Mh>m + IK7 - 4-.KII//W
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Applying (6.8) and (6.9) shows that the second term in (6.13) can be bounded

similarly. Thus, by (5.7) we have

^chl IMIzWI™ II//1 m-
Combining the above inequalities proves (6.11) and hence completes the proof

of the proposition in the case of Jtk , Ik .

The proof in the case JAk and Ik is similar except that we use the inequality

corresponding to (6.8) to deduce the boundedness of \_x in 77'(£2). This

completes the proof of Proposition 6.1.   D

Remark 6.1. In general, (A.2) does not hold in the second case. In fact, when

hx = h , there is a local function defined on the four nodes of size hk_x in

Figure 6.2 such that

DR(JkW,JkW) = 2DR(W,W).

In addition, we have computed the minimal constant ¡ik satisfying

(6.14) Ak(Iku, Iku) < ßkAk_x(u,u)   for all ue Jfk_x,

for the slit domain (see Example 9.1 ) and found that, for this example, /^ —► 2

as k —> oo .

7. A FINITE ELEMENT EXAMPLE WITH LOOSELY COUPLED GRIDS

In this section, we consider a finite element example using a sequence of

loosely coupled grids. By loosely coupled, we mean that the triangulation on

the A:th grid is quasi-uniform of size hk . In general, the grids and their corre-

sponding finite element subspaces are nonnested. Our results apply to the nat-

ural finite element method applied to a problem with curved boundaries where

a sequence of grids are generated which successively more closely approximate

the boundary of the original domain. In general, (A.2) will not hold. We will

show that (A.3) holds with appropriate a and Ca independent of the number

of levels. Thus, the preconditioning results of Theorem 6 hold.

Let £2 be a domain in R with piecewise smooth boundary d £2. We con-

sider the numerical approximation to the solution u of the problem

Lu = f   in £2,
(7.1)

u = 0   onÔQ,

where

v2^    d       dv

**■ = -.£ wfuw.
1,7=1 ' J

with {aij(x)} smooth, symmetric, and uniformly positive definite.

We assume that we have defined a sequence of grids {Tk} for k = 0, ... , j

approximating £2 such that the kih grid consists of triangles of quasi-uniform
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size hk . In most applications, hk is roughly twice the size of hk+x, although

for our theory we need only assume that there are positive constants c0 and c,

not depending on k satisfying

(7.2) c0hk<hk+x<cxhk.

We define Jik to be the set of functions which are piecewise linear on Tk

and vanish on the nodes of Tk on d £2. For good approximation, the boundary

nodes of the triangulation Tk should lie on d £2. Note that we have not assumed

that the nodes of the triangles of the A:th grid are related in any way to the nodes

of the triangles of the (k - l)st.

For convenience of exposition, we shall only consider the case where every

triangle of each Tk lies in £2. We consider the functions in Jtk to be extended

by zero to £2 and thus can think of J!k as being contained in 77 (£2) for

ß < 1/2. The forms on J?k are defined by

Ak(u, v) = A(u, v)   for all m , i> G .#£

where

ai        \      V^   f      dv du   ,
A(v,w)=Y:Jaaij——dx.

The prolongation operators Ik are defined by the natural interpolation operator

associated with the subspace J(k , i.e.,

Ikw{xt) = w(x¡)

for nodes x¡ of Tk and functions w e ^k_x ■ The discrete inner products are

defined by

(u,v)k = h2k^u(xl)v(xl)

where the sum is taken over all the nodes of Tk .

The following proposition shows that (A.3) holds with appropriate a. Com-

bining this result with Theorems 6 and 7 implies conditioning results for the

variable W cycle and W cycle multigrid algorithms. The variable "W cycle

results hold with m(j) = 1 while the W cycle results hold only assuming that

m is sufficiently large.

Proposition 7.1. Let J?k, Ak(-, •), (•, -)k, and Ik be defined as above. Fur-

thermore, assume that (5.7) holds for the solution u of (7.1). Then (A.3) holds

for a<xnixi(ß/2, 1/4).

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume ß < 1/2 . The argument given

in [3] can be used to show that

c,\\A(kx-ß)l2w\\k < \\W\\H,.t{m < CJ^-^Vll,   for all We*k.

The proof proceeds as the proof of Proposition 6.1. By (6.6), it suffices to

estimate the norm in Hl~ß(Q.) of (I-IkPk_x)w . Let Pk_x denote the elliptic

projection into ¿#k_x defined by

A(Pk_xv, 4>) = A(v , 4>)   for all <f> G Jrk_,.
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The triangle inequality gives

IK'-^-iHU'-^n)

(7.3) < ||(7 - Pk-X)w\[H^{Çi) + ||(7 - Ik)Pk_xw\\H>-ß{a)

+ IICV,-7ViMI/^(n).
As in (6.9), the estimate

(7-4) \\(I-Ik)v\\H'-f<a)^chk    IN»
ß+s

(Ci) - w"*       ^w»H'+"(Cl)

LC = L{l-ß)/2J>   in £2,

holds for 0 < ß < 1 and 0 < ô < 1. Again, by (6.10), (7.4) holds for ô = 0

when v is in J(k_x . By (7.4) with ô = ß = 0, Pk_x is a bounded operator

with respect to the norm induced by the A(-, •) inner product. Hence, we have

that

||(7 - lk)Pk_xw\\H,-ßm < Ch[\\Pk_xw\\H>(C1) < Chßk\\w\[„<{Qy

The estimate corresponding to (6.7) is well known under the assumption (5.7).

Thus, we are left to bound the third term of (7.3).

As in the proof of Proposition 6.1, we use a duality argument.  Replacing

T~l by L in(6.12)-(6.13)gives

A((P     —7     )w   0

where Ç is defined by

I

Ç = 0 on <9£2.

But

A((Pk_x - Pk_x)w , 0 = A(w , (Ik - I)Pk_xQ.

In the appendix, we show that for ß < 1/2,

(7-5) H7*-it,lljf'*'(Q) ^ CPWh'+'w)

and hence (7.4) implies

A(w , (Ik - I)Pk_xQ < Chßk IKIIif'flD NIU'iû) •

Combining the above estimates with (5.7) proves

W -hpk-M\H^(a)<chßk\\w\\H,(Cl).

This completes the proof of the proposition.   □

Remark 7.1. Slightly stronger results can be obtained with further assumptions

on the relationships between grids. For example, one natural way of developing

a sequence of grids is as follows. Each coarse grid triangle gives rise to four

triangles in the finer grid connecting the midpoints of interior edges and the

midpoint (with respect to arc-length) along the boundary curve for boundary

edges (see Figure 7.1). In this case, under reasonable smoothness assumptions
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To T-

Figure 7.1

The mesh of Remark 1.1

on the boundary, it is possible to prove by a perturbation argument that (A.6)

holds with y = 1/4 [31]. Hence, Theorems 7 and 8, and Remark 4.3, provide

results for the corresponding 'V and W cycle algorithms.

8. A MIXED FINITE ELEMENT EXAMPLE

In this section, we develop a multigrid technique for a mixed method finite

element approximation of a second-order elliptic problem. We consider the so-

called "Raviart-Thomas" elements on triangles and the analogous elements on

rectangles [26]. In this example, assumption (A.2) will be satisfied. A similar

treatment of the "Brezzi-Douglas-Marini" elements [10] may also be carried out.

Let £2 be a bounded domain in R for N = 2 or N = 3 . We consider the

problem

-V • (kVw) = f   in £2,

w = 0    on a£2.

We assume that k = k(x) is smooth and bounded from below by some constant

k0>0.

The mixed approximation to (8.1) can be developed as follows. We define

P = /cViu and note that the pair (P, w) satisfies

(8.2)

where

(k  lP,Q) + (w,V-Q) = 0   forallQG77(div;£2),

(V-P,v) = -(f, v)   for all vgL2(£2),

77(div ; £2) = {<D G [L2(Q)f such that V • <D G L2(£2)}.

7/(div ; £2) is a Hubert space [29] with norm given by

(H*lli>(0, + liv-*niw1/2.

The pair (P, tu) is approximated in mixed finite element subspace pairs &h, Vh

contained respectively in /7(div ; £2) and L (£2). Associated with these pairs

is an integer r which is related to the approximation order. We assume that the
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reader is familiar with the construction of these spaces as described in [26]. The

mixed approximation is defined to be the pair (PA ,wh)£(LfhxVh satisfying

(8 3) i*~x*h > Qh) + K.v • Qk) = ° for a11 Qh e sk.

(V-\?h,v) = -(f,v)   for all w g FÄ .

Techniques for solving systems of the form (8.3) have been considered (e.g.,

[7, 15]). We believe the multigrid technique to be described is new.

To describe our multigrid algorithm, we shall need some additional operator

notation. Define the operators A:<Sh^>@h, B:Vh^> (§h, and B*: Sh <-> Vh

by

(Ap,q) = (K  [p,q)   for all q G @h,

(Bv , q) = (v , V • q)    for all qe@h,

(B*p, v) = (V-p, v)    for all v G Vh.

Clearly, Ap is the L2(£2) orthogonal projection of k~ p onto @h , B*p is the

L2(£2) orthogonal projection of V -p onto Vh , and B is the adjoint of B*.

With the above notation, (8.3) can be rewritten

(r Î) (5)-(->,)■
where P denotes the L (£2) orthogonal projection onto Vh . Thus, the solution

wh of (8.3) satisfies

(8.4) B*A~lBwh = P°f.

We shall develop a multigrid algorithm for (8.4). In the remainder of this

section, we restrict ourselves to the case of R .

For the multigrid algorithm to be developed, we assume that the cost of evalu-

ating A~x applied to a vector in Sh is not too expensive. This is true in the case

of tensor product elements on a regular rectangular grid, where the evaluation

of the action of A~ involves banded solves (of bandwidth proportional to r )

along lines of constant y for the i^-component and along lines of constant x

for the v -component. The overall cost is thus proportional to the total number

of unknowns. In the case of triangles, one might consider iterative evaluation

of A~x, a well-conditioned system. To highlight the ideas, from here on, we

limit our discussion to the case of tensor product elements on rectangles and

assume that £2 is the union of such rectangles.

We develop a sequence of rectangular subgrids {Rk}, k = 0, ... , j - I,

in the usual way. We start by a coarse partitioning of £2 into rectangular

elements. Each successively finer grid is defined by partitioning coarser grid

rectangles into four equal size subrectangles. The mixed element approximation

subspaces are defined with respect to the finest grid /?._, only, and we define

Jf--, = Vh. The space Jfk for k < j: is defined to be the set of continuous

piecewise bilinear functions with respect to the kth grid which vanish on 9 £2.
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Note that J(. and J^¡_x are defined with respect to the same grid. The spaces

JÍ()cJíx c • • ■ C ^j_x form a nested sequence of spaces, but ^v-_1 C Jf¡ only

if r > 0.
We next define the multigrid forms. The form A. is defined directly from

the mixed method by

Aj(6, x) = (B*A~lBd,x)   for all 6, X G Jty

The forms on the spaces JAk for k < j are defined by

Ak(6,x)= f KVd-Vxdx   for all 6, X e ^.

We assume that "discrete" inner products (•, -)k are defined satisfying

(8.5) c\\8\\2L\ci)<(e'e)k<C\\e\\2L2{a)    for all ÖG^,

for A: = 0, ... , j, with c, C independent of /c. Note that, for k < j we can

use (6.2) to define (•, -)k ■ In addition, (•, •),■ can be defined to be the L2(£2)

inner product.

To complete the definition of the multigrid algorithm, we need only define

the operators lk, k = I, ... , j. Except in the case r = 0, all spaces are

nested, and hence Ik can be defined by the natural injection. For r = 0, only

^#_, is not contained in •#. . In this case, we define 7 0 to be the function in

J(] whose value on a grid rectangle is the mean value of 8 on that rectangle.

For sufficiently smooth k , regularity results of the form (5.7) hold for the

solution of (8.1) as discussed earlier.

We now give the proposition which shows that the hypotheses (A.2) and (A.3)

hold with the above operator definitions. Combining these results with the theo-

rems of §§3 and 4 implies iterative convergence estimates for the corresponding

multigrid-algorithms (with appropriate smoothers).

Proposition 8.1. Let JAk, Ak(-, •), (-,-)k> and Ik be defined as above. Then

(A.2) holds. Furthermore, if the solution u o/"(8.1) satisfies (5.7) for some

ß G (1/2, 1], then (A.3) holds for a = ß/2.

Proof. We first show that (A.2) holds. Since the above setup corresponds to

the usual finite element multigrid for k < j , the stronger result (2.5) holds for

k t¿ j. Thus, we need only verify (A.2) for k = j. It is easy to see that for

(8.6) Aj(6, 6)= sup {!*'_J'X)
xesh (k   x,X)

If r > 0, then for 6 G ̂ _, ,

Ajtf. o) = sup i^¿ = sup »7?; *-y < At_l(e, a,.
xecsh (k   x,X)     x&r„        (k    x,X)
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For r = 0, since V • x is constant on the rectangles of size h ,

Aj(Ijd,IjO) = sup -L—x- = sup 1—-'-
xeek   (k   x,X)      xesh (k   x, X)

xeäh        (k    x , X)

Combining the above inequalities verifies (A.2).

We next prove (A.3). Again, since for k < j, the above setup corresponds

to the usual finite element multigrid, we need only consider k = j. Fix «e/;

and define f G .#, to be the solution of

(8.7) (f,9) = Aj(u,9)   fox all 6 eJfj.

Clearly, / is well defined. Moreover, u is the mixed approximation to the

function W g 770'(£2) satisfying

[ KVW-V(pdx = (f,<t>)   for all </> G 77^ (£2).
JCi

Note that P._xu satisfies

Aj_x(Pj_xu,x) = (f,X)   for all x e Jt}_,

and hence P. x u is the standard (conforming) finite element approximation to

W in Jt._x.
By the Schwarz inequality,

Afll-IjPj^u, u) KAjdl-IjPj^u, (7-7/;_,)W)1/2^(W, uf2.

Consequently, (A.3) will follow if we can show

Aj((I-IjP}_,)«, (/-//;_,)M)
(8 8)

< Ch2/\[AjU\\2/Aj(u, u)l'ß   for all ueJtj.

Fix u G Jl: and let q G &h satisfy Aq + Bu = 0. Applying known error

estimates for the mixed finite element method with ß > 1/2 [24] and the

standard finite element method [1, 12] gives

i/, (u-P;  ,u,V -x)
¥/-;/,,),(/-</H).)' =Slít¡F

(8.9) _        (V*-'-'«;*) + sup (v^-.-»^*)

re*.   (ic-'x,x)"2     re*.    (k-'x,x)"2

<CAJi||»'||H,.,(fi)<C/lf||/||Ä-,„(n).

The last inequality of (8.9) used (5.7).

Clearly, by (8.5) and (8.7),

ll7V-(n> <C\\fC\Q) ll/lli.(0) < C[\nX-\a)[[AjU[[ßr
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In addition,

(/, />>) (AJu,P°d>)J

";ilff",(0,~Äll^Q, "Ä    W//',n)

/2        ^.(A,pV)'/2
<AAu,u)       sup -.

*€»¿(n)       \m\H\a)

But the mixed element spaces satisfy V • (Sh c I¿, and hence

,j(P»,,P> = supíí%^ = suplt^¿
xeft   (k   x,X)       ze*„ (k   x,X)

2

= sup (V_*'*>    <C|H¿I(P).

Combining the above results gives

(8.10) ll/ll*-'(0) * C^("' m)(|-W2H^«#||J.

Combining (8.9)—(8.10) verifies (8.8). This completes the proof of the proposi-

tion.   D

9. Numerical results

We provide the results of a few numerical experiments to illustrate the the-

ory developed in the earlier sections. We have made no attempt to provide

numerical results for all of the examples. Instead, we provide examples only to

illustrate the theorems in §§3 and 4.

Example 9.1. We consider the Laplace equation on a slit domain. Specifically,

we define £2 to be the points interior to the unit square which are not on

the line (1/2, y) for y G [1/2, 1), and we approximate the solution to (6.1).

We define J!k to be the space JAk of piecewise bilinear functions on the A:th

rectangular grid as developed in §6. The prolongation operator lk corresponds

to the linear interpolant lk with respect to the triangular mesh defined in §6. For

this example, the form Ak corresponds to the Dirichlet form on the subspace,

i.e.,

Ak(u, u) = D(u, u)   for all u G JAk.

In this application, (A.5) is satisfied, but (A.2) is not.

Table 9.1 gives the condition number K for the system B-A. and the re-

duction factor S (ô = ôj in (3.2)) for the system 7 - B-A- as a function of

the mesh size on the finest grid. We compare the 'V cycle (Kv , Sv), the vari-

able "V cycle (Kvv, ôvv) and the W cycle (Kw, Sw) multigrid algorithm. We

use Richardson smoothing, and hence (A.4) is satisfied. The variable 'V cycle

used twice the number of smoothings on each consecutively coarser grid (i.e.,

ß0 = ßx =2) and one smoothing on the finest grid.  The 'V and W cycle
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Table 9.1
Convergence results for Example 9.1

K       Í À     \
vv   \   vv i K (<U K (Sv

1/8
1/16
1/32
1/64
1/128

2.1 (.45)
2.2 (.45)
2.2 (.46)
2.2 (.46)
2.2 (.46)

2.1 (.45)
2.2 (.45)
2.2 (.46)
2.2 (.46)
2.2 (.46)

2.1 (.45)
2.4 (.50)
2.7 (.54)
3.0 (.57)
3.2 (.59)

algorithms used m(k) = m = 1. For all of the runs, the coarse grid corre-

sponded to a mesh of size 1/4 and the coarse grid problems were essentially

solved by applying 40 smoothing steps. Note that for this example, the com-

putational results for the variable "V and the W cycle multigrid algorithms

are essentially identical. This is reasonable since both algorithms have exactly

the same number of total smoothings on each grid in the multi-level iteration.

This example satisfies the hypotheses of Theorems 6 and 7, and the observed

behavior of the variable 'V and W cycle algorithms agree with the theory.

However, the behavior of the y cycle algorithm is perhaps better than one

would expect from the theory of §§3 and 4.

Example 9.2. This example illustrates what can happen to the multigrid algo-

rithms when the minimal constant fik satisfying (6.14) is greater than 2. We

consider the same setup as in Example 9.1 except that we define Ak by

(9.1) AAu, u) = xkD(u, u)   for all u G .<#,.

where t  = 1 and for k < j

j'-i

rk = '[[(l+6hi).
i=k

A result of this scaling is that (A.5) no longer holds. Clearly, xk = I + 0(hk)

and it is not difficult to show that (A.3) still holds.

Even though the scaling introduced in (9.1) is purely artificial, it is not un-

reasonable to expect similar differences in forms in actual applications. Such

differences might be observed if the operator involved had variable coefficients

and the forms on the individual grids were computed by numerical integration.

Table 9.2 gives computational results for this example. The condition number

for the variable 'V cycle algorithm (Kvv) and the 'V cycle (Kv) algorithm as

a function of h- is reported. In addition, the largest (n'x) and smallest (n^)

eigenvalue of the operator B}A} is given in the case of the W cycle algorithm

with m = 1 . Finally, the minimum value of fik satisfying (6.14) is also given.

Note that for these computations, the W cycle algorithm leads to an indefinite

operator B- for more than two levels. Thus, the extra smoothing requirement
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Table 9.2
Convergence results for Example 9.2

K„ K. % OiD h

1/8
1/16
1/32
1/64
1/128

3.8
5.2
5.7
5.2
4.6

3.8
6.1
8.5
10.6
12.5

.57 (2.2)
-.4(1.6)

-1.2(1.4)
-4.4(1.3)
-30(1.2)

3.7
3.2
2.7
2.4
2.2

in Theorem 7 is needed to produce a stable W cycle multigrid algorithm. In

contrast, the hypotheses for Theorem 6 are satisfied and the computational

results for the variable y cycle algorithm illustrate the uniform conditioning

of the B-A} guaranteed by the theory. As in Example 9.1, the behavior of the

y cycle seems better than that predicted by the theory. The y cycle does

show more deterioration in the condition number compared to Example 9.1,

but nevertheless would lead to a reasonable preconditioned strategy for solving

(2.1).

Remark 9.1. Although not reported, the largest eigenvalues of B-A- for vari-

able y and y cycle computations in Table 9.2 were always greater than 2.

Accordingly, I-B-A- is not a reducer. Obviously, there exists a constant y< 1

so that I-yBjAj is a reducer with a good reduction rate. An iterative algorithm

with reduction matrix 7 - yBA- can be trivially constructed and is, equiva-

lently, a linear preconditioned iteration for the computation of the action of

A J ' applied to a function in JA-. Note that for the W cycle algorithm with

one smoothing and more than two levels, there does not exist a constant y so

that 7 - yBjAj is a reducer. For a stable iterative technique utilizing the W

cycle algorithm, one would have to increase m .

10. Appendix

We give a proof of (6.10) and (7.5) in this section. We will prove the results

for piecewise linear functions on triangles. The proof for bilinear functions is

similar. Let m be a nonnegative integer. Assume that we are given a quasi-

uniform triangulation {IJT,} of size h on £2 and consider the space Sh of

discontinuous piecewise polynomials up to degree m on this triangulation. We

will prove that the inverse inequality

(10.1) IMI^n, <Ch-a\\v\\LHa)    for all v G Sh

holds for a < 1/2.

Assuming that (10.1) holds, we can prove (6.10) and (7.5) as follows. Clearly,

/ 2

(10.2) MI„-(n)<C   H//'(n) + E
i=i

dv

dX;
H"(Cl),
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Inequality (6.10) follows applying (10.1) to  §^.  To prove (7.5), we let the

above triangulation correspond to the triangulation defining J(k_x  and let n

denote the L2(£2) orthogonal projection operator onto ^k_x ■  Obviously, it

suffices to prove that

\pk-\u * uWh,+Ací) - cWu\\hi+AüY

Clearly,

\Pk-\U~UWH'+ß(Ci)

I AT (fi)

2

í=i
{I-n)dx~; +

//"(fi)
%cTx--^P^U)

H*(Ci)

By (10.1) and approximation properties,

Hß(Ci)

du       d   ,-=       .

"dx-röT^*-^
< Ch~

du        d  id        ï

L2(Ci)

< CIImII^i+^qj.

Inequality (7.5) then follows from the fact that n is a bounded operator on

77^ (£2).
We provide a proof of (10.1) in the remainder of this section. To do this,

we use the real method of interpolation of Lions and Peetre (see [11]) which

asserts that we may take

where

/•oo

l"l¿'(n) = /o K(U,t)2r2ß-ldt,

K(u,t)2=    inf   (\\u-v\\2L2{Q) + t2\\v\\2Hi{nA.
v€Hl(Ci) '

In fact, a direct computation shows that the norm above is equal to a constant

(depending on ß ) multiple of the Hubert scale norm. Taking v = 0 in the

definition of K(u, t)   gives

(10.3)
rOO

/    K(u,t)2r2ß~idt<(2ß)~lh~2ß\\u\\2r2
Jh L\Ci)

Thus, we are left to estimate the integral from 0 to h .

For t < h, we define v (depending on t ) as follows. Let <pi be a smooth

function defined on the /th triangle t\ of the triangulation defining Sh satis-

fying

4,(x) =
0   if x is not in t( ,

1    if x is in t; and the distance from x to dx¡ is > /.

In addition, assume that <¡>j satisfies

4>'t(x) < Ct       for all x G t¡.
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We then define v G 77'(£2) by

V = 5^0,-M.

By the quasi-uniformity of the triangulation and the smoothness of 4>i

(1) ||m -v\\L2,xs < Cht ||«||¿=o(T> and

(2) ||u|Èi(îj) < C(\[u\fHx(x) + ht~] ||«||¿«(t/)).

We clearly have

and

Consequently,

It follows that

Mli-(tf)<cA 2H«É'(t|)

\u\\2H<(r¡)<ch   2||M||Í:(r).

2 — 1 2
A^(w, /)  < cth    ||w||¿2(q).

(10.4) /   K(u,t)2r2ß~ldt<Ch~2ß\\u\\2L
Jo

Combining (10.3) and (10.4) completes the proof of (10.1)

2(fi)<
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